
Shark Awareness Day
Pre-intermediate level 



Task 1: Warm-up

Look at the picture. What can you see? Who lives there? 
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Task 2: Vocabulary presentation

Watch the video and then match the pictures with the words.

octopus    starfish    turtle    shark    fish      jellyfish    whale 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pMEQsk3c5Y


Task 3. Vocabulary practice

Which of these water animals do you like most? Which one is the largest/the 
smallest/the most beautiful/the funniest/the most dangerous? 
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Task 4: Matching

Read the words and put them in the correct place. 
    

teeth      
tongue
eye  
nose    
tail
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Task 5. Missing letters

How many types of shark do you know? Look at the pictures and complete the 
missing letters.  
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z_bra shark                         t_ger shark                               an_el shark       

bl_e shark                  w_ite shark                       gobl_n shark          



Task 6: Writing. All about my favourite shark

Write about what your favourite shark looks like. 

My favorite shark is ___________________________ 
My shark's length is_____________________________ 
My shark's speed is_____________________________ 
My shark lives in______________________________ 
My shark eats________________________________ 

FUN FACT ABOUT MY SHARK:
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Task 7. Filling in the gaps 

Read the facts about the sharks and guess the missing words. Use the 
hints and pictures below to help you. 

1. Sharks are older than d_____.
2. C_____ can be more harmful than sharks.
3. Sharks can grow 30,000 t______ in a lifetime.
4. Shark attacks p______ by mistake.
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Task 8 (Optional): True or False 

Read the sentence and say if it is true or false. Check your answers by 
asking your teacher at the end of the activity.  

Some sharks live over 100 years. 
Sharks sleep many hours each day. 
The fastest shark is the white shark. 
The chance of being attacked by a shark is very high.
Most sharks are harmful to humans. 
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Task 9 (optional). Discussion 
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Work in pairs and think about why we need sharks. Look at the pictures and words below to 
help you. 

healthy

nature
balance

clear
ocean



Keys
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Task 5.
zebra     tiger      angel     blue    white    goblin   

Task 7.
1. dinosaurs
2. cows
3. teeth
4. people
   
   



Teacher’s notes
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Tasks 8 / 9
If your student’s level is quite high and there is time, you can also do these activities.   

Key:   
Some sharks live over 100 years. True
Sharks sleep many hours each day. False
The fastest shark is the white shark. False
The chance of being attacked by a shark is very high. False
Most sharks are harmful to humans. False


